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A Harley rider is riding by the zoo in London when he sees a little girl leaning into the lion's
cage. Suddenly, the lion grabs her by the collar of her jacket and tries to pull her inside right
under the eyes of her screaming parents.
The biker jumps off his Harley, runs to the cage and hits the lion square on the nose with a
powerful punch. Whimpering from the pain the lion jumps back letting go of the girl, and the
biker brings the girl to her terrified parents, who thank him endlessly.
A reporter has watched the whole event. The reporter, addressing the Harley rider, says “Sir,
that was the most gallant and bravest thing I've seen a man do in my whole life.”
The Harley rider replies “Why, it was nothing, really. The lion was behind bars. I just saw this
little kid in danger, and acted as I felt right.”
The reporter says, 'Well, I'll make sure this won't go unnoticed. I'm a journalist, you know,
and tomorrow's paper will have this story on the front page.”
“So, what do you do for a living, and what
political affiliation do you have?” he went on.
The biker replies "I'm a Royal Marine, and a
Conservative." and the journalist leaves.
The following morning the biker buys the paper to see
if it indeed brings news of his actions, and reads on
the front page:
“ROYAL MARINE ASSAULTS AFRICAN
IMMIGRANT AND STEALS HIS LUNCH!!!”
..... and THAT pretty much sums up the media's
approach to the news these days.

When God created Scotland, He looked
down on it with great satisfaction. Finally,
he called the Archangel Gabriel to have a
look.
“Just see,” said God, “This is the best yet.
Splendid mountains, beautiful scenery,
brave men, fine women, nice cool weather.
And I’ve given them beautiful music and a
special drink called whisky. Try some.”
Gabriel took an appreciative sip. “Excellent”
he said “But haven’t you perhaps been too kind to them? Won’t all these things spoil them? Surely
there should be some drawbacks?”
“Just wait until you see the neighbours they’re getting”, said God.

Easter Sunday starts very overcast, cold and damp not actually raining but not ideal weather for a
ride. But despite the weather forecast a small group of determined riders meet at Caenby Corner
Transport Café for a bacon butty and a cup of coffee before we set off.
The rest of the riders arrived over the next 45 minutes and then it was gear on and outside for the
briefing from Nicky. Seven Bikes and one trike were heading out to wards Appleby and then across
country to the Humber Bridge, through Hull and out to Spurn Head.
Nicky had very thoughtfully arranged for a local hostelry, whose name escapes me, to open 30 minutes
early so that we could stop in for a very welcome cup of coffee and a chance to warm up.
Leaving Hull behind we were back on to country roads with little villages to admire and some lovely
bends to play on. We arrived at the car park at Easington which was as far as we are allowed to go
with the bikes. Some of the hardier walked down to the sea while the rest of us chatted, sucked mints
and commented on the posters we had seen riding in, obviously not all the residents of the village are
pleased with the new centre built by The Yorkshire Wildlife Trust. While we’re there the sun did try to
come out causing Dai to question whether he should have brought his sun glasses to the amusement
of the rest of us. With the cold wind beginning to have an effect it was decided to have a quick group
photo and head off to the Marquis of Granby for the planned lunch and where our Welsh colleague
helped with some decorative alterations!! - Just hanging that one out there...
We were a little early but it gave us time to have a drink and get warm again before the tasty hot beef
roll and chips appeared.
Having got the bikes started and everyone ready to go we rode slowly back to the pub and stopped
outside, so that the barmaid and customers could take pictures and admire our steeds.
The ride home was much a repeat of the way there until we crossed the Humber, after which we
stayed on the main roads and made good time back towards Caenby Corner. I left the ride on the A15
as it was quicker for me and headed home arriving about 16:30.
Considering it was a cold overcast day I thoroughly enjoyed the ride and the very good company, Nicky
and Paul if and when you next lead a ride I hope I can be on it. Thanks also to Steve Wallis as TEC.

On the 15th of April , Kirk
Nicholson ably assisted by his
better half Christine, led his first
ride following his appointment to
the Road Crew and as part of his
training for promotion to Road
Captain.

In support 28 members turned
up on 21 bikes and Kirk,
completely unfazed by this,
proceeded to introduce his road
crew, Pete Abbot and Steve
Wallis, and outline the days ride.
And he wasn't in the least put off
by the general banter led by you know who!
Kirks ride took us on a great route around Lincolnshire, on some
of our best roads, and after a quick coffee break at Willingham
Woods it was onto a well earned fish & chip lunch in Sutton on
Sea.
Then more good roads, including The Bluestone Heath which is a
favourite of ours, and finishing at Wragby
market place.
Apart from some
misty conditions
at the coast, even the weather held up, despite
the forecast and all had a good time!
Well done Kirk and
Christine, that’s the first
one out of the way, and
thanks to all those
members who came along
to support them.

I was horrified to be asked to write a blog
about today's ride, I read, I don't write! But
having given some thought to our day, I
decided to give it a go.
I admit that I hesitantly anticipate our rideouts
because I never know until the day dawns,
whether or not we will be going. My darling
husband, Mr Pessimist Extraordinaire, aka Barry, spends all week monitoring the weather forecast
and talks of nothing else. If its raining in Rangoon, it's bound to be here by Sunday, he cries! Cometh
Sunday morning, he's up and about by 6 o'clock, checking several weather apps, looking up at cloud
formations and listening to the shipping forecast, he's wasted nurturing chickens! We finally get the
green light, so it's action stations before Rangoon Rita arrives. We set off to our meeting point at the
Caenby Corner Cafe, where we enjoyed a bacon bap (yes really!) and a cup of something advertised
as coffee. Another group of Harley bikers arrived, did their best to ignore us but looked on
disparagingly as Dai delivered the morning briefing. We had a good turnout, 15 bikes in all, and the
sun was shining as we rode west along the A631, through Gainsborough, across to Bawtry where we
turned northwards towards York, passing through Finningley and Selby. It was a lovely morning, the
sun continued to bathe us in a pleasant warmth, until we crossed the border into North Yorkshire.
The temperature dropped, the sky was overcast, and it was a bit chilly.
Arriving at the museum, we parked up, bought our tokens, it was free to use the car park but you had
to pay £5 to get out. We then headed straight for the museum cafe, it was, after all, 2 hours since
breakfast. Barry wanted a full fat coke cola but, 'we only have sugar free because of the sugar tax', so
he had to settle for the one laced with deadly
aspartame! The food was good though. It was a
delight to wander around the museum which is
full of amazing exhibits from a bygone age,
retrospectively, the romantic age of travel.
Although the section that interested me the
most, was dedicated to the Ambulance and
Hospital trains of WW1, which were anything
but romantic.
As we set off for home, the sun was out again and as we made our way out of
York, we encountered lots of waving children and parents. It never fails to
surprise that people respond to Harley bikes as they do,
I'm sure sports bikes don't get the same attention. The ride home was quicker
but just as pleasant. We came back via the Humber Bridge
to finish at Caenby Corner. Three hours wasn't long
enough to see everything, but that gives us chance to go
again sometime, and I would highly recommend it to
anyone. Many thanks to every one, especially Dai, for a
great day out. Apologies for not stopping at CC to say
goodbye, as a Sunday roast and a pint of Guiness were
beckoning.

Bateman’s Brewery,
famous for it’s
characteristic local
brews and historic
charm proved to be an
absolute winner for
Pete Abbott to lead his
first ride-out as part of his training to
become Road Captain.
The weather was kind too, and we
gathered together at the WAVE in
blazing sunshine ready for the off.
Pete lead us on a pleasant ride eastwards across the Lincolnshire Wolds
and towards the coast, and we arrived in perfect time to grab ourselves a drink and—for those doing the
brewery tour—to get ‘hopping’ (get it? … I’m here all week) into line.
After the tour and compulsory tasting session,
we all had our lunch before setting off back

towards Wragby where the ride ended.
It was a really nice ride, Pete did himself (and us) proud and
coped perfectly with leading the ride.

While on a road trip an elderly couple stopped
at a roadside restaurant for lunch.
After finishing their meal, they left the
restaurant, and resumed their trip.
When leaving, the elderly lady unknowingly left
her glasses on the table, and she didn't miss
them until they had been riding for about forty
minutes.
By then, to add to the aggravation, they had to
travel quite a distance before they could find a
place to turn around, in order to return to the
restaurant to retrieve her glasses.
All the way back the elderly gent became the

classic grumpy old man.
He fussed and complained, and scolded his wife
relentlessly during the entire return drive. The
more he chided her, the more agitated he
became.
He just wouldn't let up for a single minute. To
her relief, they finally arrived at the restaurant.
As the lady got out of the car, and hurried
inside to retrieve her glasses, Ed yelled to her
“While you're in there, you might as well get
my hat and the credit card”.
You may know a couple just like this …..

I love the Arboretum! Well what’s not to like, and we
all know someone in our lives for whom the
commemoration of our countries heroes is an apt and
pertinent thing.
Starting off from McDonalds at South Hykeham, we
headed by the (admittedly pretty boring) A46 down
south of Nottingham to get some miles done and
maximise our time at the Arboretum. Just north of
Sixhills we picked up the Rempstone Road and then
meandered through Wymeswold, Rempstone and
Zouch, crossing the A6 and then on to Griffydam, Packington and Measham before making a well
earnt stretch at the Appleby Magna Services. From
there it was just a short hop skip and jump to the NMA
where an area had been cordoned off for our bikes in
the coach parking area.
After a quick spot of lunch in the café—well you have to
don’t you?— we hurried out
to find the Far East Airforce Memorial—and got lost of course, but then I
didn’t recce that bit. Eventually we hunted it down and Mike Richardson
laid a wreath in memoriam. Very touching and an opportunity to record it
for posterity.
Then a dash back to the main building area to pick up the Land Train to
allow us to see as much of the site as possible. The land train is a fantastic
idea because there is no way you could walk all round the site in bike gear.
And you get a running commentary of what you can see.
When we got to the end of the tour, everyone grabbed a quick cuppa, and
it was onto the bikes for the return.
We went back by roads less
frequently travelled, stopping for a
T&P break at the Geese and
Fountain pub in Croxton Kerrial—
Camra pub of the year by the
way—before ending the ride at
Holdingham.
And wasn’t the weather kind?

… By Martin Honey

Chapter Planned Events Calendar
June

23rd June – 2nd July

Marie Curie Nurses Event
@ the Beachcomer,
Cleethorpes

Saturday

Gainsborough Market and
Robin Hood H-D Birthday
Bash

Paul
Redhead

8th

Sunday

A Womble in the Wolds

Charlie
Gordon

12th

Thursday

15th

Sunday

Carpetbaggers Museum

Martin
Honey

17th

Tuesday

Evening Ride – TBD

TBD

st

21

Saturday

Safe Rider Course – See
Website for details

N/A

22nd

Sunday

HOGS at the WAVE

N/A

30th

th

August

Lindum Colonia UK
Chapter Monthly Meeting

N/A

25

Wednesday

Sutton-on-Sea Bike Night

Steve
Berry

29th

Sunday

North York Moors

Paul
Robson

5th

Sunday

Cromer

Steve
Wallis

7th

Tuesday

Evening Ride – TBD

TBD

9th

Thursday

Lindum Colonia UK
Chapter Monthly Meeting

10th – 12th August
th

th

26

th

4

N/A

Yellow Belly Melee

th

24 – 26 August
September

Steve
Wallis /
Martin
Honey
Steve
Berry

Sunday
24th

July

Harz Mountains Trip

Thunder in the Glens

Sunday

Norfolk Tank Museum

Dai Gunter

Tuesday

Evening Ride – TBD

TBD

7th – 10th
September
13th

Thursday

16th

Sunday

TBA

30th

Sunday

TBA

Wales Long Weekend

John
Gossage

Lindum Colonia UK
Chapter Monthly Meeting

N/A
Kirk
Nicholson
Lyn
Sharpe

Please Note that published events are subject to change at short notice. For latest information please see
the Website and Facebook pages shown on the front page of the magazine

The Waterwheel Café and Craven Collection turned out
to be more, so much more than the title conveyed.
Steve and Bonny led us ‘oop’ north from Caenby Corner
over the Humber Bridge and our first stop was the
Waterwheel Café. Why have I never heard of this place
before? It had a large well made up car park (tick), it was
clean (tick), the food was good if a little slow in coming
and rather pricey (half a tick) but even more importantly it was fascinating (big tick). The café
was chock full of
motoring memorabilia,
especially the annex
which had been bought
in full from renovation
works going on in
Harrogate and
transposed to the café
with plenty of art deco
touches and murals on the walls and ceiling depicting cars and motorbikes. The ceiling in the
main restaurant had been bought from
renovation works going on in Paris. Amazing!
Moving on from the Café we headed up to the
Craven Collection. Only open on the first
Sunday in each month, this is a private
collection of motorcycles and motorcycle
memorabilia and
while the building
and indeed some of the bikes are in need of some tlc, it is
extraordinary how much can be crammed into such a small space.
Once everyone had seen all they wanted, we started off home, via
the Seaways Café to refuel our souls and then back over the
Humber Bridge and then back to Caenby Corner.
I really enjoyed this ride, and it was well worth all Steve’s worrying
over the route as it was perfect.

Thank You!

Lindum Colonia UK
Chapter
Monthly Meetings
Windmill Farm
Runcorn Road
Whisby Road
Lincoln
LN6 3QZ
Meetings are held
every second
Thursday of each
month from 7:30pm
onwards

The Pope is walking down a
street in London, when the
heel breaks off his shoe. He
looks around, and sees two
shops advertising shoe
repair. Looking closer, he
sees a star of David on the
wall in one, and a crucifix in
the other. He thinks for a
moment, and decides he'll
go into the Jewish run shop, and do a little something for the
relationship between the two faiths.
They're a bit surprised when the Pope walks in, but treat him well and
do a really nice repair for him. When they're done, they refuse his
money but ask if they can put a sign up saying he was a customer. He
agrees, and goes on his way. The following day, the Jewish run shop
has a sign in the window; "Cobblers to the Pope."

Come along and
meet other
members—the
evenings are friendly
and relaxed. Food is
The day after that, the Christian shop has a sign in the window;
available to order at "Bollocks to the chief Rabbi."
the bar.
New and prospective
members are
welcome to come
along and join in.
Raffle tickets are
sold each week for a
variety of prizes—all
funds raised are
donated to the
Chapter’s chosen
Charity.
If you have any
prizes suitable for
inclusion in future
raffles, please bring
them along with
you.

We Need Your Help!
Whenever the Chapter holds an event or
ride-out we try to write it up for the
magazine so everyone can enjoy it
whether they could make it to the event
or not.
It would really help us make your
magazine interesting and fun if you
volunteered to write and article on an
activity you enjoyed—speak to the
Director, the Editor or the event
Organiser.
Thank You

Lincoln Bike Festival has become an established
part of our Chapter’s calendar, and the second
event of the year in which we promote the
Chapter and raised money for our chosen Charity.
Robin Hood Harley Davidson also attend and we pitch up alongside
them which helps with the presence and also increases the amount of
people passing by which helps enormously—and of course we have
such a good relationship with Ian Jennings, it’s always nice to see him.
The day started out a bit cloudy and cool, but by the afternoon it was
cracking flags and really almost too hot—yes I know, we are never
satisfied but then that’s what being British is all about!
The fund raising activities felt rather slow on this occasion, but
thankfully it was just an impression and amazingly we raised over
£1000 for LEBBS during the day which is a fantastic achievement and
trestament yet again to the generosity of the biking community.
There may be a few departing hotel guests
wondering how they were fleeced so easily with
their cars being accidentally held up with all the foot
traffic until they had parted with their change, when
for some reason the route opened up in front of
them like the parting of the Red Sea. No idea how that happened!
Lyn was also able to sell on some of the second hand gear—thank heavens as it really does
need shifting.
There were plenty of people interested in our Chapter and it’s activities, and this has lead to
new members joining which is a great result and also with two
members returning to the fold.
It was a long hard day on the Brayford, but the Chapter was so well
supported by its members turning up and helping out it really made
a huge difference and eased the burden for the organisers.
Steve and Bonny, Wendy, and Lyn must take
huge credit for the organisation of our
Chapter’s presence at the event, so that you all
very much for all your hard work.

After many months of talk regarding the suitability, or
otherwise, of Woodcocks to host our Chapter Meetings,
finally we have bitten the bullet and moved to the Windmill
Farms restaurant (formerly the Pride of Lincoln).
The real credit for this must go to Wendy who singlehandedly
negotiated, and cajoled, the manager into letting us use the
function room at the restaurant / hotel, and to reserve
parking for us in front of the function room so we can keep an
eye on the bikes. And all that for free when every other venue we looked at wanted to charge us a
room hire on top of everything! Well, of course they will get extra
trade—yes we can actually eat there, the food is served with a smile
and without having the wait the hour it seemed to take at
Woodcocks, and the cake? Well, lets just say there’s lots of it! - but
even so it’s a leap of faith for their management, so good on them.
So we all turned up for the first meeting there, and let me tell you, it
was great! Actually let me tell you first that 52 members turned up,
and three new members signed up, and two members returned to
the fold. Welcome back Alison and Adrian. And a big welcome to
Jim, Andi and Mike. Now I don’t know about you, but I think 55
members out of some 75 is an extraordinary turn out! Well done
everyone.
The meeting was a little chaotic. It may be that there was so much
room we all got a bit giddy. It may be that the fact that we could
actually hear each other made us a little excited. But whatever, the
atmosphere was the best I have ever enjoyed at one of these
meetings and I hope that the future is very bright—but maybe not
orange.
During the meeting we added to the money raised for the Marie Curie
Nurses appeal with a bring and buy sale and a raffle, with a cheque
being written for £443.45. We have
made a massive difference to peoples
lives over the last two years, and should be proud of what we do.
Thank you Wendy for organising the change of venue. It is so much
better than Woodcocks—which we had outgrown but in fairness to
them had served us well in the past—and hopefully they will maintain
their standards going forward.

Thursday was bright and sunny as Steve and I left my place to ride to Lincoln to pick up Ed and Molly. We
had an uneventful ride down to Portsmouth where we were among the first to board the good ship
Normandie. We were shown to our respective accommodations by the over enthusiastic cleaning staff
who used their pass keys to usher us into our cabins. Foolishly we did not check our key cards against the
cabin numbers with the result that we had just got ourselves sorted when the door was opened by
another passenger. Yes we were in the wrong cabin, after a hasty move across the corridor, lugging our
bike gear and now unpacked belongings we eventually settled into the correct kennels and made a bee
line for the bar, in his haste to neck a beer, Ed banked his shin bone against the corner of a bottom bunk,
this resulted in an impressive swelling which he proudly showed to the young lady on the reception desk
who summoned a rather nice young male nurse he, with Molly as a chaperone took Ed down to the sick
bay. Ed soon returned to the bar, having been fitted with a cold compress dressing and seeming none the
worse for wear, beer never tasted so good.
The weather was still kind to us on Friday morning and after a cold continental breakfast and a load of
hassle from the cleaners to hurry up and leave the cabin we made our way down to the bikes and
reloaded our luggage. Lesson learned. Only take up to your cabin what you need overnight.
Next a short ride to Hermanville war cemetery
where Ed placed a cross and poppy on his dads
grave. Hermanville cemetery is a peaceful secluded
place beautifully maintained by the war graves
commission and studded with trees loaded with
mistletoe.
After Ed and Molly had finished snogging under a
giant bunch of mistletoe we made our way to our digs at the Normandy
Beach B&B. in Arromanche Les Baines, where Kronenberg and various wines
were available free to guests courtesy of our hosts. Once the bikes were
unloaded we strolled into town which is on Sword beach, the remains of the
Mullberry Harbour sections are still visible just off the beach. The museum
was interesting, Ed got in for free I apparently do not look old enough so had
to pay. Dinner was had in a restaurant ran by a woman who was similar to
Madame Edith in Allo Allo. The mussels were delicious as was the
complimentary Calvados.
On Saturday Dai's party who came over via the Chunnel arrived to join us for the ride.
The weather had taken a turn for the worst so we decided to postpone the planned ride to Mont St
Michel and make do with a short blast to the Harley Dealers in Caen followed by a visit to Bayeaux to see
the tapestry. Unfortunately when we got to the dealers it was shut due to the French lunch hour, 12 to
2pm so we made our way to Bayeaux and did the audio tour of the tapestry. We shuffled round all 70
metres of it listening intently to our audio devices. After a walk round Bayeaux in the rain we rode back
to the digs arriving like drowned rats, all except Kevin and Julie who were determined to get T shirts from
the dealer so they rode back to Caen.
Sunday dawned clear, bright and cool, Dai and his party arrived bright and
early and we set off on the longish trip across the Cherbourg peninsular to
Mont St. Michel, arriving as two separate parties at the same time.
Visitors to Mont St Michel are required to use the free park and ride or pay
4 plus Euros for a ride over the causeway on a horse drawn transport. We
chose the latter and really enjoyed the pleasant ride over the salt flats and
causeway to Mont St Michel itself.

The place is fascinating, narrow streets, ramparts,
with views over the light coloured sands and loads
of tourist shops and eateries all with suitably
marked up prices. We chose the free bus back to
the bikes and were joined by Kevin and Julie for
the ride back to Arromanche they re joined Dai's
party at a fuel stop. On arrival it was a quick
change for dinner at Madame Edith's followed by the usual Calvados.
On Monday we were joined by Richard from Dai's party
who had left on the long trek back to the Chunnel the
plan was to visit Pegasus Bridge the original bridge is
now in the museum grounds but the one currently in
situ which you ride over is an exact replica. The first
house in France to be liberated by our glider born
forces is now a cafe next to the bridge where we enjoyed a baguette. In the
museum grounds there is a full size replica of one of the Horsa gliders used to
silently land the airborne troops who took the bridge. Unfortunately there were
small gangs of illegal African immigrants lurking around the area looking for
transport to the UK, the lady who ran the cafe warned us to be careful because of
the thieving that had been going on. Back at Arromanche we were joined at
Madame Edith's by our hosts for the usual complimentary Calvados. This session
continued back at the digs.
Tuesday, our last day, the ferry leaves at midnight. We decided to revisit Hermanville cemetery in order
to place a bunch of roses which was kindly donated by our Landlady on Ed's Dad's grave. Richard
suggested that we visit Honfleur, a very historic town
and a key place during the 100 years war. The
Cathederal is very original with a lot of timber in its
construction. We enjoyed a last feed of mussels in a
waterfront cafe, slightly more upmarket than Madame
Edith's and therefore slightly more expensive.
All that was left was the steady ride back to the ferry,
arriving in time for an early check in just as the sun was
setting. The road to the ferry was populated by gangs of
Africans intent on getting to you know where.
It was a long cold blast home from Portsmouth on
Wednesday. Steve peeled off to Northhampton, Ed and
Molly left at North Hykeham and finally Richard and I
parted company at Nettleham roundabout.

Normandy Beaches Trip – May 10th-15th 2018
‘Be Prepared’ - well that’s what the Boy Scouts motto is right? ‘Be Prepared’?
Anyway, more on that later…
I usually get a trip at least once a year onto the continent – it’s so much nicer riding on the wrong
side of the road, fewer potholes and having other road users respect the motorcycle. So this year
the intent was to have a break from the Continent, as there’s a long trip ahead of Del and I later
this year – more on that in a later Imp issue after we’ve returned.
So, Mike Richardson and Steve Berry announced at one of the Thursday gatherings that they were
organizing a trip to the Normandy Beaches – I couldn’t help myself but to register interest in
joining them. They shared the details with me and that whetted by appetite further, until they told
me how they were going to cross the Channel. I told the lads that I’d go but I’d make my own way
south and meet them in Normandy – I’d use the Eurotunnel. I asked it if was okay to invite a
couple of non-members along and Mike and Steve were more than happy to welcome others – the
more the merrier.
So the seed was sown and the organizing of the trip was at hand.
Pete Clifford and William (Will.I.Am) Bailey and his partner Jo were joining Del and I for the trip. I
tried to get us booked into the Normandy Beaches Hotel with Mike’s group but they didn’t have
enough rooms left, so it was the Gold Beach Hotel for three nights with a preceding night at St.
Omer and a returning fifth night staying at Boulogne-s/Mer. With the Chunnel also booked we
were set for our May trip to France.
Martin Honey’s old mate from his working days (he’s retired now you know) had just popped into
one of our Chapter meetings to see what all the fuss was about and immediately Richard Jebbett
expressed an interest in joining our group for the trip. Later, much later, in fact, just about a week
before leaving for France, Kevin & Julie Clifton called to let me know they were joining us for the
trip too.
‘Be prepared’, they say. Well I thought I’d be clever and book a service for the
Harley before the trip so arranged for a visit to Robin Hood on the 8th, two
days prior to the trip. A 10,000-mile service (albeit a couple of thousand miles
late) was set for 9am. The bike on the ramp and soon Colin (the mechanic)
had me look at a shiny metallic object that was firmly embedded in my rear
tyre. Looks like a nail to me – turned out to be a screw about 25mm long
(that’s about an inch in old money) – new tyre please. Lucky I was preparing
for the trip – had it failed en route, it could have been more costly than the
price of a rear tyre.
‘Be prepared’, they say. The weather forecast was looking, well, let’s say… borderline. Although no
rain forecast, it was going to be cool and overcast – that’s for the five days in France.
My group met at 7am at the Friendly Farmer (with the exception of Richard who would be joining
us on day 3 of the trip) and we headed south on the A1 in cool but bright sunshine. The ride south
was uneventful apart from a little filtering (legal in the UK of course) due to road works on the
A14/M11 upgrade.
We arrived at the Eurotunnel an hour early and we were given an earlier crossing to match.

I must say, for £80 (return) the Chunnel is so convenient and quick – no seasick tablets required.
On the French side we headed south for about 30 miles to St. Omer. Our first night was at Le
Bretagne Hotel (although Kevin & Julie had booked into the St. Louise Hotel 10mins walk down
the road because Booking.com didn’t have rooms left at Le Bretagne, even though the hotel was
only half full – lesson here perhaps is to call the hotel direct if the booking agent has no rooms
left).Anyway, we freshened up and supped a beer before we met up with Kevin & Julie.
Whilst we were waiting at our hotel you couldn’t help by notice
the 50 or so Gendarmerie waiting in full uniform in the car park.
The manager of the hotel explained that the police were staying
at his hotel as were another 400 spread over a number of other
hotels in St. Omer. They were there every day and would
transport up to Calais to deal with the immigrants and migrants –
that’s 450 police, fully tooled up, in transporter vans, every day,
all paid for by you and me - now you don’t hear or see that on the
BBC.
Walking up to the centre of St. Omer, you couldn’t miss the ruins of the old Abbey. It must have
been an impressive building until it burned down just before WWII. Today, what’s left stands
proud in the town.
We found a nice spot in the sun to eat and sup another local beer
before finding another pub to sample more local brew. Aware
that we had another full day’s ride ahead of us, we decided that
an early night would be beneficial so we were good peeps and
were tucked into the sheets no later than 11pm-ish.
On day two I wanted to visit my Uncle Tom’s grave at a tiny
municipal cemetery in the tiny village of Robecq, just 20 or so
miles south of St. Omer. The rest of
the group joined Del and I for the
visit. This was the first time I’ve visited my uncle’s grave and I had
never met him since he died in action between May 20th and May
25th 1940, almost 20 years before I was born, but I had heard so much
of him when I was growing up, this was an excellent opportunity for
me to visit and pay my respects.
We passed a typical war cemetery site about 300mtrs from the
cemetery at Robecq and at first I thought I’d got my information
wrong, but we stopped at the local cemetery and I saw the cross at
the back of the cemetery so I knew we had arrived.
Some 20 military graves in one row aligned the back of the municipal
cemetery. Overseen by the War Graves Commission, they were well
kept. A dozen of the graves were from the Great War and my uncle’s
was almost at the end of the row. He was 20 years old when he was
killed, the youngest of the 20 buried at Robecq Cemetery.
After a sobering half-hour we decided to head west and find our
hotel for the next three nights.

The ride was very pleasant, avoiding toll roads and
taking in fantastic scenery. The sun shone and it was
pleasantly warm, unlike that forecasted by
AccuWeather and the BBC.
Along the way we stopped for some refreshment at
what we first thought was a café bar. Turned out to be
a wine seller, but he was more than pleased to make us
sweaty bikers coffees and cold drinks.
It was 50 miles to the Gold Beach Hotel in Asnelles,
Normandy. For those of you who have never been to northern France, the countryside is very
much like rural Englandshire with rolling hills and lush greenery. The two main differences are
that the buildings generally look ancient and/or dilapidated (with the exception of some lovely
modern-build dwellings) and of course, the French drive on the wrong side of the road.
We arrived at Asnelles around 5pm under an overcast sky. Asnelles is a very quiet village, lots of
modern homes (probably because the old ones were ruined after D-Day 1944).
I gave Steve Berry a call to let him know we were about and arranged to meet up the following
morning.
The village had a rather nice restaurant that we visited that evening. The food was fantastic and
the hosts were very generous. Suitably watered and fed we got an early night as the plan was for
another lengthy ride to Le Mont St. Michel the following day.

During breakfast the following morning, we were joined by Richard who had arrived just moments
earlier after returning to Englandshire following a nice cruise holiday, arriving home on the
Thursday, attending the Chapter meeting and then riding down on Friday for the overnight ferry
crossing to meet up with us on the Saturday morning… now that’s commitment..!
We rode over to the Normandy Beach Hotel and met up with Mike’s mob – Mike, Steve Ed &
Molly. Their hotel looked great, not sure what it was in a former life but now it was a series of
small rooms facing a courtyard where their bikes were parked.
‘Be prepared’, they say. After looking at the forecast for the day, it was going to be overcast with
showers – not a nice day for a 160-mile round ride to Le Mont St. Michel. So I suggested to Steve in
my earlier phone call that perhaps we should change the Sunday ride with today’s and visit the
Bayeux Tapestry rather than Le Mont. All agreed and that’s what we did, but we also included a
visit to the Harley Dealership at Caen.
We were prepared for some dampness but what we weren’t prepared for was two monsoon-type
deluges that resulted in freestanding water on the dual carriageway into Caen and almost nil

visibility. My waterproof jeans also let me know that ‘waterproof’ is just a frame of mind and not a
guarantee against wet bullocks.
To top it all off, we arrived at the Dealership at 12:10 only to find that they were closed for lunch
(for two hours..!) – come on, it’s Saturday! Undeterred we turned around and headed to Bayeux.
I saw a sneaky sign for a bus park and the tapestry and diverted the ride into the rear entrance of
the car park, thus avoiding payment (naughty eh? – Paul Redhead would be proud).
The 70metre long Bayeux Tapestry turned out to be more
interesting that I thought. With a running commentary playing
in my ear, it explained the tapestry story and also much of the
history that tends to be overlooked when it comes to Harold
and William the Bastard (later to be known as William the
Conqueror).
It was still raining when we were done with the tapestry and
the group split up to find some refreshment, and a bite to eat.
We found a rather nice café under shelter whilst eating/
drinking coffees al fresco with a backdrop of the Bayeux
Cathedral. A visit had to be made for two reasons: i, it was so magnificent, and ii, it was still
raining.
After an hour or so in the Cathedral we
were beginning to feel a little chilled so
decided to head back to the hotel for a
warm shower before a stroll to
Aromanches and meet up with Mike’s
group.
When we arrived back at Asnelles the rain
had stopped and the clouds thinned
letting some weak sunshine through, for a
few minutes anyway.
There was no real plan for the evening, just team up and have a drink and a meal somewhere near
the market square in Aromanches.
Our mob strolled along the roadside that overlooked what must have been a fantastic sight back in
June 1944. The remains of the Mullbery Harbour were
still evident – huge concrete blocks that had been towed
from Englandshire on barges and sank in situ to form a
huge harbour wall that ran along from west of
Aromanches to east of Asnelles, perhaps 4 or 5 miles
long.
Along the walk were several viewing points and relics
from the War. Heavy guns, tanks, metal bridge
structures, gun emplacements and of course memorials
and flags all along the walk.

After stopping along the way to take in the views and sights we eventually arrived at the square in

Aromanches, thirsty.
We spotted a bar that served up Guiness and decided to partake before we ate. I called Steve to let
him know our plan and he was in a restaurant not 100 yards (sorry, 100 meters) from where we
were.
By 9pm and after two beers we decided to join the others in the restaurant. As we entered we were
told politely that they were closing (at 9 o’clock on Saturday night???). So, we moved on and ate at
the Brassiere 6 Juin. What a lovely place and the food was tremendous.
Sunday morning was much brighter, and dryer. We met with Mike’s group at their hotel and
prepared for our ride to Le Mont St. Michel.
Mike took the lead with Steve tailing it. We set off with the mind of getting some gasoline along
the way. In Bayeux we stopped for petrol and as soon as we headed off again, we had already lost
Steve and before we all got out of the petrol station we had lost Mike and the first half of the group
in the traffic.
Undeterred, we continued for a really pleasant ride through the base of the Cherbourg Peninsula,
stopping along the way for a coffee in yet another beautiful village somewhere – didn’t get the
name.
Eventually, we reached our destination and parked up in the bike section of the car park. As we
settled and were about to leave for the mount, we could hear the rumble of Harleys as Mike and
his group arrived. How we managed to get in front I don’t know. Anyway, back together we
headed for the beautiful Le Mont St. Michel.
As you enter the Mont though the relatively tiny gated entrance, you are greeted with ancient
wooded buildings that overhang a narrow street that guide you up the rise and hundreds of steps
towards the cathedral that sit atop the rocky outcrop.
What a magnificent place to visit, a must-do for
anyone’s bucket list. I had never given the place much
thought in the past and when Mike had said he was
taking a ride there I thought it would be fine. But boy
am I glad he did. A superb place with lots of little
shops, restaurants and cafes, and not forgetting the
cathedral too.

After some lunch and a cold drink
(you needed it because the sun was
strong, hot and the steps steep and
numerous) we walked the ramparts
and walled battlement edges
finding our way up to the
cathedral. Paying our 10euro
entrance fee we were treated to
views and vistas as well as fantastic
history when strolling through the buildings. Even Will.I.Am managed to
excel in chanting a historical note or two to take advantage of the natural
acoustics of the cathedral (he used to sing in a choir many moons ago you
know) – by the way, after the third vocal exhibition he was promptly told off by one of the guides –

we chuckled.
By the time we got back to the car park, Mike’s group had departed. I guess they were fed up of
waiting for us. No worries though, good ol’ Sally Satnav was here to save the day once again.
We took a more direct route back to the hotel, picking up Kevin & Julie at a fuel stop where we
caught up with the other group.
That evening, we ate at the Brasserie 6 Juin again (we were so impressed the night before) and
after returning to Asnelles decided to have a nightcap at the restaurant where we ate on our first
night.
Monday was the start of the trek home. We had rooms
booked at an iBis Hotel in Boulogne s/Mer, just 20
miles from Calais, and we decided to take in Honfleur
and the Bridge du Normande en route. At the breakfast
table we said cheerio to Richard as he was going to
spend the day with Mike’s group as he and they had
their ferry crossing the following night.
Stopping at the famous Pegasus Bridge for a photo
opportunity, we reached Honfleur late morning and
parked at the harbour. What a beautiful place with a
fantastic run down the hill into the town. We sipped
coffees and took in the scenery for a while before
getting on the bikes again and heading north for our
last hotel of the trip.
We arrived around 5pm and checked in. With our bikes
secure in the underground car park we freshened up
before meeting with some old French friends of ours
from Le Touquet. We had a meal together and a few
drinks. It was a fitting night to end a nice trip to
Normandy.
The ride home was as uneventful as the ride on day 1.
Apart from a bit of filtering (it’s legal in the UK you
know) on the M11 due to a lorry breakdown, it was a
smooth ride in warm sunshine.
Thanks to Mike & Steve for pulling together the trip,
and to all those who joined us to make the trip a
pleasant one.

Philosophy and does it work in practice?
In ancient Greece, Socrates was reputed to hold knowledge
in high esteem.
One day an acquaintance ran up to the great philosopher
and said "Socrates, do you know what I just heard about
your friend?"
"Wait a minute," Socrates replied, "Before telling me
anything I'd like you to pass a little test. It's called the Triple
Filter Test."
"Triple filter?"
"That's right," Socrates continued, "Before you talk to me
about my friend, it might be a good idea to take a moment
and filter what you're going to say.
“The first filter is Truth. Have you made absolutely sure that what you are about to tell me is
true?"
"No," the man said, "actually I just heard about it..."
"All right," said Socrates. "So you don't really know if it's true or not. Now let's try the second
filter, the filter of Goodness. Is what you are about to tell me about my friend something
good?"

"No, on the contrary..."
"So," Socrates continued, "you want to tell me something bad about him, but you're not certain
it's true. You may still pass the test though, because there's one filter left: the filter of
Usefulness. Is what you want to tell me about my friend going to be something I can use to
benefit the world?"
"No, not really."
"Well," concluded Socrates, "if what you want to tell me is neither true nor good nor even
useful, why tell it to me at all?"
The man stared at him, and without a word turned around and left, dejected.
This is why Socrates was a great philosopher and held in such high esteem.
It also explains why he never found out his best friend was sleeping with his wife.

